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Not All Scars Heal For Donovan Pate, the lake town of Evergreen Cove is a minefield of
tough memories-including the day he had to let go of Sofie Martin. Years later he still
can't forget the taste of her lips and the feel of her killer curves. He knows he's too
damaged, that he should stay away for her own good. But what the head says and the
heart wants are two very different things . . . Seven years ago, Donovan broke Sofie's
heart. Now her career depends on playing nice in order to pull off the charity fund-raiser
of the decade. She vows to keep things professional . . . yet working by his side every
day doesn't make it easy to fight temptation, and it isn't long before she finds herself
falling for this bad boy all over again. But loving Donovan means helping him face his
past-so they can fight for a future together. "Jessica Lemmon is an author to keep your
eye on!" -- Katee Robert, New York Times bestselling author "Everything I love in a
romance." -- Lori Foster, 2014
Can she heal his broken heart? Allen McKane is crawling out from the ashes. After
losing his wife in childbirth, he stopped caring about anything but business, staying in
his private cave of grief and guilt and ignoring the son who looks too much like his dead
wife. After a wake-up call in Singapore, he’s finally moving forward, getting to know the
son that he’s neglected all these years. Slowly and surely, he’s pushing past his grief
and letting go of his tragic past. That’s when he meets Valentina Baez. She makes his
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heart start again, a heart that he thought he buried with his wife. Valentina is a curvy
consultant who never expected to meet a billionaire dressed in khakis at a baseball
game. She was surprised to see his gang tattoos, and they only meant to spend a
single weekend together. But when she realizes that she’s pregnant, will that turn into
a lifetime? ***The Reformed Bad Boy's Baby has a guaranteed HEA. No cliffhangers.
No cheating.***
Six months down, six to go... After a scandal puts his NFL career on the line, wide
receiver Adam Carpenter must behave for a year. No partying. No sarcastic replies to
the media. No women. He'll survive the longest year of his life if he can just keep his
name out of the tabloids, and his hands off a sweet redhead who needs his help. He
owes her a favor. Unlike most women he knows, she only wants him to donate his time
to charity. ? Charlotte West never thought she'd have to ask someone named Devil of
the Gridiron for a favor, but her after-school food program is in trouble. She's desperate
for donations to keep it going, and a visit from a sports star could create enough social
media buzz to save it. But she knows with men like Adam one little favor may be all he'll
need to seduce her. Charlotte's instinct is to run from men with wicked smiles and
reckless natures, they bring nothing but trouble and heartache. ? She can't seem to run
from Adam, and the reformed bad boy stands to lose more than his spot on the team if
he beds Charlotte—he could lose his heart.
* This story is Book 2 in the Bad Boy - Naughty at Night Series * Note: Every book in
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the Bad Boy series contains a cliff-hanger. If you don't like cliff-hangers, don't purchase
this book * Peter never imagined he'd be in this situation. Kindergarten teacher by the
day, nude masseuse by night but desperate times call for desperate measures. And his
situation never could have come at a bad time. Just when he finally met the man of his
dreams, someone with integrity, who is strong, sexy, a good father to his son and wants
a real future with Peter, he finds himself needing to hide his double-life. Chip couldn’t
be happier, finally meeting Peter, the love of his life, the man of his heart and dreams,
his 5-year-old son’s kindergarten teacher. He seems perfect in every way but at the
same time, something seems to be off. Being a police detective, Chip can’t quite put
his finger on it, but to him, Peter seems to be hiding something and Chip fears what that
might be. Now, Peter is in even deeper trouble. On top of hiding his double-life, and his
new love, he’s also split between two men, the gorgeous cop who has a distaste
against anyone involved in the adult industries (and who has no clue about Peter's
secret profession) and the handsome controlling mafia-esque older man hell-bent on
keeping Peter servicing his sensual massage clients. What will Peter do if the man he
loves finds out what he's doing at night and how will he handle it when the man who
controls him threatens the life of the one he loves? This is a sexy m/m gay romance
with hot scenes.
Bent for the Bad Boy is book 8 in The Billionaire's Touch series. Parts 1-9 are available
everywhere now! Book 1: Bad Boy in a Suit Book 2: Bad Boy in the Dark Book 3: Bad
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Boy in Control Book 4: Tied Up by the Bad Boy Book 5: Pinned Down by the Bad Boy
Book 6: Set Free by the Bad Boy Book 7: Bound to the Bad Boy Book 8: Bent for the
Bad Boy Book 9: Given to the Bad Boy Someone is trying to frame Alex for all the
murders, and it’s working With every passing second, more and more information
surfaces that suggests Alex is behind all the murders. Even though Zoey knows his
innocence, the strain and stress of staying one step ahead of the shadows chasing
them is starting to finally take its toll. With every window closing fast around them,
there’s only one person who might be able to do something—anything—to help them:
Leo. But even if Leo can keep them hidden and safe in the vast countryside of Russia,
Alex and Zoey both know that sooner or later, they must return and confront the person
truly behind all of this. That is, if it’s not already too late.
“YOU BROKE THE RULES, LITTLE HUMAN. I OWN YOU NOW.” I am an alpha wolf,
one of the youngest in the States. I can pick any she-wolf in the pack for a mate. So
why am I sniffing around the sexy human attorney next door? The minute I catch
Amber’s sweet scent, my wolf wants to claim her. Hanging around is a bad idea, but I
don’t play by the rules. Amber acts all prim and proper, but she has a secret, too. She
may not want her psychic abilities, but they’re a gift. I should let her go, but the way
she fights me only makes me want her more. When she learns what I am, there’s no
escape for her. She’s in my world, whether she likes it or not. I need her to use her
gifts to help recover my missing sister—and I won’t take no for an answer. She’s mine
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now. Publisher’s Note: Alpha’s Danger is a stand-alone book in the Bad Boy Alpha’s
series. HEA guaranteed, no cheating. This book contains a hot, demanding alpha wolf
with a penchant for protecting and dominating his female. If such material offends you,
do not buy this book.
Travis Maddox, Eastern University's playboy, makes a bet with good girl Abby that if he
loses, he will remain abstinent for a month, but if he wins, Abby must live in his
apartment for the same amount of time.
Vlog star Renard Grant has nothing to prove: he’s got a pretty face, chiseled body, and
two million adoring video subscribers. Plus the scars on his chest and a prescription for
testosterone. Because Ren is transgender: assigned female at birth, living now as
male. He films his transition and shares it bravely with the world; his fans love his
honesty and positivity. But Ren has been living a double life. Off-camera, he’s Cane,
the muscle-bound enforcer for social justice vigilante group Black Iris. As Cane, he lets
his dark side loose. Hurts those who prey on the disempowered. Indulges in the ugly
side of masculinity. And his new partner, Tamsin Baylor, is a girl as rough and
relentless as him. Together, they terrorize the trolls into silence. But when a routine
Black Iris job goes south, Ren is put in the crosshairs. Someone is out to ruin his life.
He’s a bad boy, they say, guilty of what he punishes others for. Just like every other
guy: at heart, he’s a monster, too. Now Ren’s got everything to prove. He has to clear
his name, and show the world he’s a good man. But that requires facing demons he’s
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locked away for years. And it might mean discovering he’s not such a good guy after
all.
The Repentance of a Bad Boy is a mystery crime novel centered on a young lad named
James. This young man wants to get rich at any cost, and will do anything to achieve his aim.
He will steal, scam, and even murder his parents to reach his goal. He joins with Mark in their
schemes to get money, but in the end, both will have to face the punishment for their actions.
Will this bad boy really repent? The author wrote this book to point out that many African
youths are caught up in get-rich-quick schemes and enter into dubious activities. About the
Author Ezeifekwuaba Tochukwu Benedict is a graduate of University of Lagos in banking and
finance. He has passion for writing and artwork. His works can be found in Nigerian
magazines, including his church brochure. The Repentance of a Bad Boy is his first novel.
Publisher's website: http: //sbprabooks.com/EzeifekwuabaTochukwuBenedict
Don’t let your life be bullied by Pluto. Discover how to domesticate astrology’s bad boy and
master the transition into the Pluto era. Pluto, the planet of transformation, is in transit in
Capricorn through 2024, awakening a tidal force of change. The last time we saw this
combination, the world felt the impact in the Revolutionary War that birthed America. In this
wickedly funny guidebook, world-renowned astrologers Hazel Dixon-Cooper and Cathleen
Bridgett Walther are here to show you how to use this unique time to overcome fear, guilt,
regret, and self-punishment, and find your place in the cosmos. Their in-your-face advice and
step-by-step instructions will help you unlock the heroic part of your soul and flourish in every
aspect of your life. Pluto’s transit in Capricorn presents all of us with a series of cosmic
wakeup calls—bringing a unique opportunity to overcome our most difficult and ingrained traits.
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Begin now with Harness Astrology's Bad Boy, and you will emerge this Pluto transit stronger,
wiser, and more in control of your life than ever before.
Troy Morgan is at the top of his game in this sexy tale of love, danger--and the one woman
who may finally tempt him to change his single status. . . Groomed for success, gorgeous
Gabriella Stone is now a #1 pop sensation. She's also her controlling daddy's princess, and
when she marries it will be to a man who can expand her empire, not some ordinary guy. Of
course, Troy Morgan, founder of Morgan Security, is far from ordinary. Papa Stone just doesn't
know it yet. . . When it comes to guarding the country's VIPs, Troy Morgan is the man. But
when he's hired to protect Gabriella, her father makes it clear he won't be her man--no matter
how hot their attraction. With her future on the line, will Gabriella risk it all to go from being
daddy's little girl to Troy's one and only woman? "The pages of Body By Night are dripping with
fire and desire." --The RAWSISTAZ Reviewers "Day writes with zest and sensual appeal."
--Publishers Weekly on What Love Tastes Like
Tom Bailey is born in the fictitious town of Rivermouth, New Hampshire, but moves to New
Orleans with his family when he is still a baby. In his boyhood, his father wants him to be
educated in the North and sent him back to school in Rivermouth to live with his grandfather,
Captain Nutter. Tom becomes a member of a boys' club called the Centipedes and the boys
become involved in a series of adventures. In one prank, the boys steal an old carriage and
push it into a bonfire for the Fourth of July. During the winter, several boys build a snow fort on
Slatter's Hill, inciting rival boys into a battle of snowballs. Later, Tom and three other boys
combine their money to buy a boat named Dolphin and sneak away to an island. Tom also
befriends a man nicknamed Sailor Ben. Revealed as the long-lost husband of Captain Nutter's
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Irish servant, Ben settles in Rivermouth in a boat-like cabin. Sailor Ben helps the boys fire off a
series of old cannon at the pier, much to the confusion of the local townspeople. When his
father's banking job fails, Tom is invited by an uncle to work in a counting-house in New York.
"The Story of a Bad Boy" is an autobiographical novel by American writer Thomas Bailey
Aldrich, fictionalizing his experiences as a boy in Portsmouth, New Hampshire. The book is
considered the first in the "bad boy" genre of literature, though the text's opening lines admit
that he was "not such a very bad, but a pretty bad boy".
He's the bad boy from the wrong side of the river. She's the rich girl who wants for nothing.
They call them the rats. The people from the poor side of Richstone river. Privilege lies just a
short walk away and Liam Lawson wants it. When the head of Richstone Academy offers four
places to the students of Sharrow Manor, he hatches a plan to ensure he and his friends get
the opportunity to change their lives for the better... forever. Via a pact of blackmail and
corruption of the girls of Richstone. They call them the riches. The people from the wealthy
side of Richstone river. A life of excess and expectation, but Phoebe Ridley doesn't want it.
When her mother starts a social experiment at Richstone Academy, Phoebe is intrigued to
meet the rats, to see how they'll cope among the elite. She and her friends make up their own
experiment. Via a pact of claiming a rat and getting them to do their bidding. But as the two
sides of the river collide and the games begin, the stakes get higher and their moves darker
and deadlier... And not everyone will make it out alive. Warning: This book ends on a
cliffhanger and the story concludes in Bad Bad Girl, book 2, out April 2021. For the ultimate in
delayed gratification read and wait! Angel xo
A collection of 4 steamy contemporary romance stories with guarantee HEA. Billionaires’
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Charm - Billionaire Menage MFM Romance Victoria Holloway, owner of This Little Coffee Shop
in New York City, is a twenty-four year old business woman who thinks her shop is doing
fantastic. She is already planning on expansion, but then she is a workaholic, as her best
friend and chief employee Donna often says. Victoria is living a good life that only looks like
getting better, if she can only avoid complications. Then, a handsome business tycoon by the
name of Max Steele comes into her shop. Life can get complicated when you catch the eye of
a billionaire. What can a man like him possibly want with her, a mere small business woman?
She is not bad-looking at all, but still, a man like him could have his pick of any woman in the
world. Falling for him in return is not exactly a part of Victoria’s business model either. Victoria
soon finds herself up on the wrong side of a new mob boss, which is another complication! So
when she has a romantic interest from a billionaire and violent interest from a mob boss it
makes for too many complications. Anything can happen, and probably will, but can her charm
survive it? My Bossy Billionaire - Bad Boy Boss / Secretary Romance Allie Stone is a country
girl from Iowa hoping to make it big in Hollywood. At 18 years old she moves to Los Angeles
chasing after her dreams of stardom and riches only to land a secretarial job. For years she
works for Mr. Jones, the owner a small company. Over the years, the company grows into a
multi-billion company. Allie loves working for Mr. Jones. Then one day, he announces his
retirement. Allie meets her new boss, John Jones, son of Mr. Jones and heir to Jones Corp.
John is rude, disrespectful, and most off all, has it in for Allie. It doesn't matter what she does,
nothing seems good enough for John. But just as things seem to take a turn for the worse, Allie
witnesses a side of John that she didn't know existed. But is this the true side of John? Does
John feel the same about Allie or is he just stringing her along? Allie starts to question herself
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when a girl from John's past returns. Thrill - Alpha Billionaire Romance This was becoming a
bad habit; going to the same bar after work, sitting by herself with her dirty martini. It was
getting to the point where the bartender would have her drink ready before she even took off
her coat. It wasn’t like she was an unattractive woman or anything; men just seemed to be
avoiding her these days. Maybe they could sense her glumness. So it was the strangest thing
when he walked in on that regular, dull night. He didn’t look like he belonged there, in that
rundown bar in his fine black suit and tie. Mia’s eyebrow shot up immediately when he walked
in, and watched him as he deliberately scanned the room. Maybe this rich boy’s car broke
down and he needed a phone or something. Whatever the case was, Mia knew the instant her
eyes met his hazel ones, she was in trouble. Wrong in the Right Way - Billionaire Stepbrother
Romance ?Michelle didn’t know what it was about Jackson but she had always gravitated to
him like a moth to a flame. When they were growing up, he would take her hand and drag her
away to some crazy adventure and honestly she cherished every moment. Michelle couldn’t
help that they hadn’t seen each other the last couple years. He was busy taking over the
corporate world and she was working on being promoted to editor-in-chief at her magazine.
However, Michelle’s wish to reconnect with her stepbrother was granted with a birthday
invitation in the mail. Jackson invited her and his closest friends to stay at one of his mansions
in San Diego to celebrate his birthday weekend. Michelle couldn’t conceal her excitement to
see him again and have a relaxing weekend in the sun as a bonus. Little did she know this
birthday bash weekend would be filled with drama, jealousy and an epiphany as Michelle
realizes her true feelings for Jackson.
A school for delinquents and somehow Sam ends up sharing the same dorm as the school's
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biggest bad boy. Sam doesn't fit in with the aggressive students all out to cause mayhem and
so no one can figure out how someone as shy and timid as Sam ended up in this notorious
school.
From bestselling author, Jamila Jasper comes an original, sexy standalone novel. Stop staring
at the hot bartender! Tessa's ill-fated date with a "hotep" (you'll see what I mean) seems to
have a positive twist when she meets "her" hot bartender — Phil Tremblay. Phil is right for her in
all the wrong ways and the last guy on earth she should end up with. He's tattooed, foulmouthed and can use his hands and tongue to push her to the edge of glory. Tessa struggles
to prove to herself and Phil that they aren't meant to be together. Fate and the District of
Columbia have other plans for her. Each ill-fated first date with a potential new boo leads back
to the bad boy, Phil Tremblay. Is she in bad boy heaven or single-woman hell?

She needs to behave, or I’ll be forced to punish her. Delaney Underwood is sexy as
hell, with a killer body, wicked smile, and a spoiled rotten demeanor. She's a pampered
rich girl, thinking she can get anything she wants, whenever she wants. It pisses me off.
I've struggled to survive, and I have the scars to prove it. Delaney’s going to make me
a wealthy man, once her parents pay to get their precious angel back. But every time I
look at those sassy lips, I wanna put them to good use. Delaney has gotten under my
skin and she knows it. Even before I took her hostage, she'd somehow managed to
work her way into my blood, and my heart hammers harder in my chest every time she
stares daggers in my direction. She's craving someone like me in her life, whether she
knows it or not, and with every bratty outburst, a part of me calls out to discipline her.
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She needs to be taught a lesson. And I need her, all to myself. I promised to ransom
her off, but once I have a taste of her sweet curves, I'm keeping her to myself. She’s
the hitman’s hostage and she’ll learn to love it. No Cliffhangers. Safe from cheating.
Explicit language & swearing. Search Terms: romantic suspense, mafia romance, alpha
male romance, bad boy romance, alpha male, dark romance, captive romance, age
difference, antihero romance, series romance, forbidden romance
Macy Anderson is a seventeen-year-old tomboy and captain of her school's soccer
team. Sam Cahill is a rich bad boy with a British accent and cocky attitude. Macy tells
herself she won't fall for his charm. But as the two get to know each other, and Macy
starts uncovering Sam's secrets, she begins to realise keeping that promise to herself
is going to be harder than she thought . . .
"Monica Murphy always delivers the swoon-worthy romance that I crave. And Murphy’s
latest is no exception with this first love, mature young adult novel: Daring the Bad
Boy." -Debbie, I Heart YA Books Annie McFarland is sick of being a shy nobody. A
session at summer camp seems like the perfect opportunity to reinvent herself—gain
some confidence, kiss a boy, be whoever she wants to be. A few days in, she’s already
set her sights on über-hottie Kyle. Too bad her fear of water keeps her away from the
lake, where Kyle is always hanging out. Jacob Fazio is at Camp Pine Ridge after one
too many screw-ups. Junior counseling seems like punishment enough, but the rigid nofraternizing-with-campers rules harsh his chill. When a night of Truth or Dare gets him
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roped into teaching Annie how to swim, she begs him to also teach her how to snag
Kyle. Late-night swim sessions turn into late-night kissing sessions...but there’s more
on the line than just their hearts. If they get caught, Jake’s headed straight to juvie, but
Annie’s more than ready to dare him to reveal the truth. Disclaimer: This Entangled
Teen Crush book contains references to drinking, sexual situations, adult language,
and an intense bad boy hero who will melt your heart. Each book in the Endless
Summer Series is a standalone, full-length story that can be enjoyed out of order. Book
#1 - Daring the Bad Boy Book #2 - Keeping Her Secret
FULLY UPDATED Arron Banks enjoyed a life of happy anonymity flogging car
insurance in Bristol until he dipped his toes into the sharkinfested waters of politics and
decided to plunge right in. Charging into battle for Brexit, he tore up the political rule
book, sinking £8 million of his personal fortune into a mad-cap campaign targeting
ordinary voters up and down the country. His anti-establishment crusade upset
everyone from Victoria Beckham to NASA and left MPs open-mouthed. Lurching from
comedy to crisis (often several times a day), he found himself in the glare of the media
spotlight, fending off daily bollockings from Nigel Farage and po-faced MPs. From
talking Brexit with Trump and trying not to embarrass the Queen, to courting
communists and wasting a fortune on a pop concert that descended into farce, this is
his honest, uncensored and highly entertaining diary of the campaign that changed the
course of history.
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Russ They call me a bad boy, and thirteen years ago, they would have been right. I've
done things I'm not proud of. Served time. Broken hearts and bones alike. But I'm a
changed man now. I don't break the law for a living anymore; I write books about guys
like me falling in love with other guys. It's as close to a happily ever after as I think I'll
get... Until Colton shows up in my remote cabin in the middle of a snowstorm, so timid
and young and sweet. I've given up my wicked ways, but damn if he doesn't make me
want to do bad, bad things... Colton I didn't mean to get lost on my way to the big New
Year's Eve party, and I definitely didn't mean to drive my car into a snowbank, but here
I am in the middle of nowhere, stranded in front of a creepy cabin, about to freeze to
death. The only way I'll make it through the night is if I go inside, but there's no telling
who might be in there. It very well could be a serial killer, or a horror movie monster...
Or a bearded, tattooed bad boy with a big secret who'll steal my heart and make me
never want to leave. Bad Boy is the first book in the Masters of Romance series, where
romance authors don't just write about happily ever afters-they live them. Get ready for
love, laughter, and some serious steam. No cheating and no love triangles, guaranteed.
Bad Boy can be read as a stand-alone, but it's way more fun to binge them all. Which
author are you most excited to see get his HEA?
J'étais venue à L.A. pour oublier, pour aller mieux. Je vais encore plus mal qu'avant.
Cameron m'a brisé le coeur, la mort de Rosie m'a achevée... Et pourtant je dois
continuer. Continuer à vivre dans cette colocation où plus rien ne va, à fermer les yeux
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devant les cachotteries d'Evan et de Cameron, à craindre le jour où lace se vengera.
J'ai peur, je suis perdue.
The life, death and rock'n'roll rollercoaster career of AC/DC frontman Bon Scott. Bon
Scott was once asked if he was AC or DC. 'Neither,' he grinned, 'I'm the lightning flash
in the middle.' And that's how he lived his life. No one had the same skill with lyrics as
Bon, who called his words 'toilet poetry', his 'dirty ditties'. He could also vividly depict life
on the road, best heard in the AC/DC classics 'Long Way to the Top' and 'Highway to
Hell'. When Bon appeared on Countdown in March 1975, the impression he left was
indelible. The ugliest schoolgirl to ever grace the small screen, Bon was a mess of
tattoos and pigtails, wearing an awkwardly short skirt, all the while puffing on a ciggie.
His bandmates, not just the audience, were in hysterics. The video quickly became part
of Oz rock folklore. Bon was always the joker in the AC/DC pack. He'd happily pose for
a photograph with a joint dangling from his lips or be interviewed in cut-off shorts with a
banana provocatively stuffed into his waistband. Anything to elicit a laugh. The off-stage
stories surrounding Bon are legendary. After spending a lively couple of days with Bon,
Ol' 55 singer Jim Manzie said, 'My rock-and-roll education was pretty much complete.'
Bad Boy Boogie is the first biography to focus on Bon's remarkable gifts as a lyricist,
frontman and rascal. In short, the real Bon Scott.
Ditampar oleh seorang cewek tak dikenal di depan banyak orang, membuat Vallen
mendendam. Dia merencanakan hal yang jahat untuk membalas rasa sakit dan
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malunya. Rencana jahatnya itu terealisasi tanpa menunggu waktu yang lama. Vallen
berhasil membuat cewek cantik itu tak lagi bisa menunjukkan taringnya. Apa yang
dilakukan Vallen? Lantas, apakah setelah balas dendamnya terbalas, apa dia merasa
puas? (New Projects dari Putra Sulung Kean dan Tansa "Two Player")
Rebel Lovless ran away from home to escape his robber-baron grandfather molding him into a
ruthless copy. But when the old man dies, Reb, now a Navy SEAL, must return to take over the
conglomerate. Elizabeth Rothschild promised a dying man she’d protect his charitable legacy.
But how, when the greedy, manipulative sharks on the board want her out? And now the
biggest shark of all, the Lovless heir, is coming home. The loner and out-of-sync boy who left is
not the stunning man who strides into the board meeting. He shocks them all by barking orders
and commanding them to a team-building exercise on a tropical island. They're getting their
hands dirty constructing a house. But as Reb, Elizabeth, and the board members toil side by
side, will it build their camaraderie—or only put them close enough for someone to stick in the
knife? The Lovless Billionaires. Three brothers with too much money and no time for love—until
each meets the woman guaranteed to infuriate—and inflame—him most.
A stand-alone novel in the USA Today bestselling True North world. Dylan is my best friend,
and the only person in my life who understands me. He doesn’t mind my social awkwardness
or my weird history. The only glitch? He doesn’t know that I’ve been hopelessly, desperately
in love with him since the first day we picked apples together in his family’s orchard. But I
know better than to confess. Now that we’re both in college together, I’m seeing a new side of
him. College Dylan drinks and has a lot of sex. None of it with me. Until the night I foolishly ask
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him to tutor me in more than algebra…and he actually says yes. One crazy night sets our
friendship on fire. But now my heart lies in ashes... **Interconnected STANDALONE novel**
One of my favorites! This book has it all. Feels, check! Steam, check!. Characters you will
LOVE! Don't miss Heartland, it's so, so good! New York Times bestselling author Kendall Ryan
I'm crazy about this series. EVERYTHING IS WOW. Angie's Dreamy Reads A barn burner of a
romance with depth and complexity. The Daily Waffle This series has inspired me to one day
visit Vermont and discover the beautiful scenery in their Fall, to taste the beauty of real maple
syrup and maybe visit a brewery or two. Tammy's Timeout It's the perfect balance of
sweetness to tannins with a big scoop of comfort food on the side--and I can't wait for another
helping! Totally Bex Bowen has created a pretty fantastic world in small-town Vermont, and I
can't imagine who wouldn't enjoy a virtual trip there. Sasha Says It will have you wanting to
pack a bag in search of a place where the cider is delicious, the banter is hilarious and the men
are the stuff we readers dream about. I'm relocating. T. Brothers * * * Heartland is the seventh
book in the STANDALONE USA Today bestselling True North series. Book 1 - Bittersweet
Book 2 - Steadfast Book 3 - Keepsake Book 4 - Bountiful Book 5 - Speakeasy Book 6 Fireworks Book 7 - Heartland * * * Topics include: adult romance, family saga, big families
romance, siblings, alpha male, brothers, happily ever after, usa bestselling romance, Sarina
Bowen, long romance series, happily ever after, bad boy romance, bearded bad boy romance,
beards, emotional read, angsty romance, contemporary romance, dirty talking alpha, farmer
romance, college romance, Vermont romance, virgin, sex tutor, small town romance For fans
of: Robyn Carr, Helena Hunting, Elle Kennedy, Catherine Gayle, Avon Gale, Toni Aleo, Kristen
Callihan, LJ Shen, Corinne Michaels, Jana Aston, Karina Halle, Meghan March, Jay
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Crownover, Anna Todd, Geneva Lee, Audrey Carlan, Jill Shalvis, Suzanne Brockmann, Helen
Hoang, Christina Lauren, Kristan Higgins, Sally Thorne, Penelope Sky, Vi Keeland, Penelope
Ward, Debbie Macomber, Nora Roberts, Maisey Yates, Sarah Mayberry, Elle Kennedy, Lauren
Blakely, Susan Mallery, Penny Reid, Julia Kent, Kelly Jamieson, Melanie Harlow, Carrie Ann
Ryan, Kendall Ryan, Kennedy Ryan, Helen Hardt, Meghan March, Julia Kent, Meli Raine,
Sylvia Day, Chelle Bliss, Brenda Rothert, Natasha Madison, Kylie Scott, Helena Hunting,
Sloane Kennedy, Penelope Sky, Elle Kennedy, K.A. Linde, Nana Malone, Jami Davenport,
Jaci Burton, Penelope Sky, Helen Hardt, E.L. James, Anna Todd, Chelle Bliss, Kendall Ryan,
Kennedy Fox, Harlequin romance, Waterhouse Press, Virgin River, Carly Phillips, Piper
Rayne, Cora Seton, Sherryl Woods, Marie Force, Sawyer Bennett.
Tessa O'Connell is a girl as ordinary as they come - or so she thinks. Her aim for senior year is
to keep her head down yet somehow manage to convince her childhood love Jay Stone to love
her back. What she isn't prepared for is for Jay's brother, Cole, to return to town and change
the life she's always been seemingly content to live.
New York Times bestselling author Walter Dean Myers traveled back to his roots in this
memoir that is gripping, funny, and ultimately unforgettable. Don’t miss this memoir by a
former National Ambassador of Books for Young People! As a boy, Myers was quick-tempered
and physically strong, always ready for a fight. He also read voraciously—he would check out
books from the library and carry them home, hidden in brown paper bags in order to avoid
other boys' teasing. He aspired to be a writer (and he eventually succeeded). But as his hope
for a successful future diminished, the values he had been taught at home, in school, and in
his community seemed worthless, and he turned to the streets and to his books for comfort.
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Here, in his own words, is the story of one of the most important voices of our time.
She’s way too innocent for me and I know it—and I should leave it that. If I knew what was
good for me I would. But fu%$ it. I rarely go with what’s good for me, which is why I’m sitting
on a goddamn bar stool when I should be back at Penn State, grading papers. I don’t normally
stay for a drink after a gig—and I really need to give this shit up—but tonight, I don’t know,
there’s just something about the birthday girl that’s throwing me off. I should leave. I’m a
psych professor, for Christ’s sakes. Ever hear of code of conduct? Yeah, well I’m violating
every rule I promised to uphold—which is why I can’t act on my urges, right? Then again, they
don’t call me Professor Bad Boy because I’m…you know…good.
From New York Times bestselling author Peter Robinson comes this mesmerizing story-withina-story—that will thrill his fans and bring him many new readers. A distraught woman arrives at
the Eastvale police station desperate to speak to Detective Chief Inspector Alan Banks. But
Banks is abroad, and the woman’s revelation of a loaded gun hidden in her daughter Erin’s
bedroom leads to a shocking fatality when a police armed-response team breaks into her
house. The fallout will have dark consequences for Banks and his partner, DI Annie Cabbot. It
turns out that Erin’s best friend is Banks’ own daughter, Tracy . . . who was last seen in the
company of the weapon’s actual owner, a very bad boy indeed. Now that his child is on the
run with a psychopath, Banks finds himself caught in a bloody tangle of betrayal and murder.
But the rogue DCI is a bit of a bad boy himself, and he’ll freely risk his life and career in the
cause of love—and vengeance. Thrilling, harrowing, and utterly compelling, Bad Boy
showcases Peter Robinson’s masterful writing.
“Mouth-to-mouth? I don’t think so, sweetheart. My tongue has much more interesting plans for
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you tonight.” It’s tourist season at Starfish Cove, but head lifeguard Max Killian isn’t in the
water. He’s on probation, relegated to policing bonfires and beach weddings until his
supervisor deems him fit for duty. No booze. No partying. No swimming. Hell, just about the
only thing the boss didn’t outlaw is sex. And a hot, oh-so-f*ckable bridesmaid is just what Max
needs to soothe his guilt-ridden soul… She may be standing up in her sister’s wedding, but
Haley Scott doesn’t believe in happily ever afters—not with her family's track record. That
doesn’t mean she’s not up for a little naughty fun with the right guy, though. Like that
gorgeous, tatted-up lifeguard with the panty-melting eyes and muscles made for pinning her
down… It’s a match made in one-night-stand heaven… until Haley’s nosy Aunt Bev catches
them buck naked in the lifeguard tower, and Max introduces himself as her freaking boyfriend.
Great. Turns out faking it with Max is about as easy as pretending to like her fugly bridesmaid
dress. But when feelings deepen on both sides, can Haley open herself up to love, or will
Max’s painful secrets send her swimming for the shore? ** A sexy, standalone novella with an
HFN and no cliffhanger! ** Rescued by the Bad Boy is part of the Bad Boys on Holiday novella
series. Each book is a standalone romance and can be read in any order.
Self-confessed perfectionist Paige Thomas isn’t used to failing. But when a critical error in
romantic judgment sends all her big city career dreams crashing down, she scrambles to find a
job—any job—to make ends meet. Noah Reid may as well have “trust issues” tattooed on his
forehead. Being raised in the foster system didn’t give him a positive outlook on relationships,
but now he’s looking after his best friend’s bar for one month, and he can’t do it alone.
Things get steamy when Noah hires Paige, but she’s determined not to repeat her mistakes
and she bets Noah that she can keep her hands to herself while they’re working together. Too
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bad for her, Noah is an expert at breaking the rules... Each book in the Behind the Bar series is
a standalone, full-length story that can be enjoyed out of order. Series Order: Book #1 The
Rules According to Gracie Book #2 Pretend it’s Love Book #3 Betting the Bad Boy
From USA Today bestselling author Meghan Quinn comes a forbidden romance about an Irish
rebel who falls in love with the wrong girl.Dear Diary, I might have gotten myself into a wee bit
of trouble-and I'm not talking about the "court mandated community service," or "therapy
sessions from bashing a bloke in the head" kind of trouble. I wish it were that simple. Nope. I'm
talking about the "falling in love with one of my client's daughters," kind of trouble . . . The kind
of problem I can't talk my way out of when the truth gets out.How I ended up with her phone is
a long story-and when she called to get it back, I took things a bit too far. One innocent
exchange wound up leading to so much more.Fun, new, and totally immune to my charm,
Sutton is different. And I had no idea she was the daughter of Foster Green. Blame it on the
dark colored stout running through my veins, pushing me toward one bad decision after
another. Pushing me toward her even though I know right from wrong; even though she's my
client's daughter. Dating her might be the best or worst decision I've ever made. Only time,
whiskey, and one more roll around the mattress with her will tell. Roark
He's a warrior with no battle. A cop with no bad guy. A man with no purpose. When my best
friend and ERU partner was blown up by a bomb I should have been able to defuse, I vowed to
never let anyone get that close again. I'm just drifting through life, and that's okay with me. If I
can't feel, I can't hurt. Until I meet my neighbor. I've been doing my best to avoid the too-pretty
pregnant girl next door. She stirs too many things inside me I have no business feeling. She's
too young, too fresh, too pregnant with someone else's kid for me to be fantasizing about. Until
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the day I can't ignore her anymore. Hillary is a born caretaker, but nobody takes care of her.
She's alone in the world, but not for much longer, not with the way that baby dances in her
belly. She's all the things I try to stay away from—optimistic, uncommonly sweet, and oh, yeah,
she's somehow still a virgin. Author's Confession: You read that right. She's a pregnant virgin. I
probably don't need to say anything else to get you to one-click at this point, but I'll go ahead
and tell you the bomb technician will make your heart go BOOM. He's the alpha caretaker you
want guarding your six. And your nine…
Banks isn't back, and that's the problem. If DCI Alan Banks had been in his office when his old
neighbour came calling, perhaps it would have turned out differently. Perhaps an innocent man
would still be alive. And perhaps Banks's daughter wouldn't be on the run with a wanted man.
But Banks is on holiday, blissfully unaware of the terrible chain of events set in motion by the
discovery of a loaded gun in a young woman's bedroom, and his daughter's involvement with
the ultimate bad boy . . .
This is the story of a bad boy. Well, not such a very bad, but a pretty bad boy; and I ought to
know, for I am, or rather I was, that boy myself. Lest the title should mislead the reader, I
hasten to assure him here that I have no dark confessions to make. I call my story the story of
a bad boy, partly to distinguish myself from those faultless young gentlemen who generally
figure in narratives of this kind, and partly because I really was not a cherub. I may truthfully
say I was an amiable, impulsive lad, blessed with fine digestive powers, and no hypocrite. I
didn't want to be an angel and with the angels stand; I didn't think the missionary tracts
presented to me by the Rev. Wibird Hawkins were half so nice as Robinson Crusoe; and I
didn't send my little pocket-money to the natives of the Feejee Islands, but spent it royally in
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peppermint-drops and taffy candy. In short, I was a real human boy, such as you may meet
anywhere in New England, and no more like the impossible boy in a storybook than a sound
orange is like one that has been sucked dry. But let us begin at the beginning.
This bad boy is ready to work some magic… Identical twin and Las Vegas performer Max
Dalton has always been the number one bad boy in his family, and he’s appreciated the
women and fame that comes along with his reputation. Now, with his brother married to the
love of his life and expecting a family of his own, Max sees what being a playboy has cost him.
Grace Sinclair is on a mission when she comes to Vegas, one that involves asking Max, her
best friend’s brother-in-law, to give her the pleasure no man’s ever been able to. She
suspects Max has more layers than he lets people see, but she’s determined to keep her
heart safe even as she offers him her body. After all, Max can give her what she wants, but not
what she needs–her own family. For that, she has a plan that doesn’t include Max. Will Grace
see beyond Max’s bad boy façade long enough to trust him with her heart? And will Max figure
out what he really wants before he loses the one woman who makes him believe in love
again? The Bedding The Bachelors Series: Book 1: Bedding The Wrong Brother (Rhys) Book
2: Bedding The Bad Boy (Max) Book 3: Bedding The Billionaire (Jamie) Book 4: Bedding The
Best Friend (Ryan) Book 5: Bedding The Biker Next Door (Cole) Book 6: Bedding The
Bodyguard (Luke)** Book 7: Bedding The Best Man (Gabe)** Book 8: Bedding The Boss
(Eric)** **Coming Soon
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